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ABSTRACT BACKGROUND

This report lists and describes ten Most of the Navy's existing cost
factors and associated evaluation criteria estimating methods for shipbuilding are
which can be used to assess the degree of oriented to the Ship Work Breakdown

implementation of advanced shipbuild- Structure (SWBS) which is system and
ing technology in a shipyard. weight dependent. Ship construction

If the U.S. shipbuilding industry is Cost Estimating Relationships (CERs)
to improve its competitive position in are derived from historical data reflect-
the global shipbuilding market it must ing past accounting methods and per-
move more quickly and agressively to formance (i.e., return costs) of particular
implement productivity initiatives. To shipyards. However, shipbuilding prac-
this end, two recommendations are pre- tices and methods are undergoing very
sented at the conclusion of this report. substantial changes. Cost reductions re-

sulting from newly adopted and devel-
ACRONYMS oping shipbuilding technologies and

"* PWBS: Product Work Break- production methods are not reflected in

down Structure the existing historically based cost esti-
mating techniques. Advanced ship-

". SWBS: System Work Break- building technologies typically involve
down Structure a modular, product oriented approach

which cuts across elements of the exist-
INTRODUCTION ing SWBS. Thus, even the basic struc-

ture of the current approach to ship costThe NAVSEA Shipbuilding Sup-
port Office (NAVSHIPSO) was tasked estimating is of questionable relevanceportOffce (AVSIPS) wa taked for modeling the ship construction proc-
during fiscal year 199 1 to develop candi- for modelngtheship onstruti roc
date factors and supporting elements
which can be used to quantify the degree Further, if the Navy is to have
of implementation of advanced ship- available a shipbuilding infrastructure/
building methods by a shipyard. mobilization base for affordable ships in
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the future and for surge requirements, building technologies and pro-
the Navy might benefit from under- duction methods.
standing and encouraging ongoing and
future transformation projects at the Provide a basis for
shipyards. Currently, such encourage- dopentofravy projects
ment is largely limited to cost-sharing of to encourage shipyard
the National Shipbuilding Research Pro- developments and to remove
gram (NSRP), under the Navy Manufac- barriers thereto.
turing Technology Program. The TRADITIONAL PRACTICES ARE
Navy's ability to encourage might be DIFFICULT TO CHANGE
greatly enhanced by a plan for shipyard
transformation that represented a con-
sensus view of shipyard managers. A on time and we can build ships as pro-

consolidated plan might provide guid- ductively as anyone." So say traditional

ance to the Navy in its efforts to break production bosses. Nothing could be

down barriers to more efficient ship- further from the truth, because a critical

building (some of which the Govern- element is missing. Managers of the

ment has created, and only the world's most productive shipyards have

Government can dismantle). succeeded in getting their production
people highly involved in design matters

The immediate goal of this self-as- starting with development of detailed,
sessment survey is to working plans. Thus the entire design

* Provide a draft transformation effort reflects and supports a premedi-
outline for discussion and fur- tated building strategy for integrated
ther development by the ship- hull construction, outfitting and paint-
building community. ing; design is truly an integral part of

Longer range goals of this self-as- planning. Additionally, compared to

sessment survey are to traditional shipyards, the organization of
people, information and work processes

" Provide Navy cost analysis in the most productive shipyards are in-
tools which quantify the most terdependent and comprise constantly
significant cost drivers of cur- self-improving shipbuilding systems
rent and proposed (advanced) (1).
ship construction techniques.
This should result in more ac-
curate cost estimates for budg-
etary purposes.

" Enable the Navy's naval archi-
tects and marine engineers to
modify ship design processes
to best support advanced ship-
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TRADITIONAL PREOUTFITTED not be required for some time. Detail de-
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION sign and material definition, both vital
VERSUS ADVANCED SHIP- aspects of planning and material pro-
BUILDING TECHNOLOGY curement, are system oriented, whereas

Some shipbuilders think preout- preoutfitting is geographically oriented.

fitted modular construction constitutes Under such circumstances, the effi-
implementation of advanced shipbuild- ciency of even comprehensive preoutfit-

ing technology. This is only partially ting is limited because of the inherent

true. The world's most productive ship- and build strategies.

yards use a planning methodology

which organizes work, people, facilities Efforts to avoid these conflicts and
and other resources so as to drive the improve productivity compelled the
process towards highly efficient, prod: Japanese shipbuilding industry to focus
uct oriented ship construction methods on a single, integrated product-oriented
(including preoutfitted modules) and strategy which, in turn, led to the devel-
away from system oriented ship con- opment of modem scientific shipbuild-
struction methods which are less effr- ing methods.
cient and less manageable. EVALUATION CRITERIA TO AS-

Traditional preoutfitting of hull SESS DEGREE OF IMPLEMEN-
blocks (modules) divides installation TATION
work into two basic stages; on-block This section explains criteria used
and onboard. However, many ship- to develop the self-assessment form, Ta-
builders continue to employ system-by- ble I.
system installation drawings followed
by relatively large work orders that spec- Group A - Business & Management
ify preoutfitting work by systems or pok The business and management
tions of systems. These large,tions of systems. aes complcare, group consists of basic requisites for any
unsequenced work packages complicate business activity to be viable. It must be
attempts to achieve uniform and coordi- readdressed in light of the significant

nated work flows. They often result in changes necsayto ire produc-
workteam copetig wih ech oher changes necessary to improve produc-

work teams competing with each other tivity. The group consists of factors 1
for access to work sites and in poorly se- and 2 below, which must be imple-
quenced installations which must be re- mented in the sequence shown in order
worked. to assure the success of the manufactur-

No less illogical, people who per- ing process improvements outlined in
form detail design, material definition Groups B and C which follow. Group A
and material procurement system-by- factors are mandatory prerequisites to a
system are often unnecessarily preoccu- successful transition to product oriented
pied with portions of systems that will ship construction and, although measur-
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able, do not quantitatively contribute to Management must address the fact
improved productivity, that approximately SO%-90% of process

Factor 1 - Business Plan. The problems are caused by their system
criteria in the business plan factor are rather than their workforce and take re-
leading indicators of a shipyard's ability sponsibility for solving their system-
to be globally competitive. Unless a cor- caused problems. Human dynamics
poration is committed to be a world class requires that human roadblocks and pas-
shipbuilder and structures its financial sive observers be converted into sup-
and marketing strategic plans accord- porters of changes that are being
ingly, it will probably not succeed in the implemented.
international shipbuilding market. Fail- Group B - Product Oriented Process
ure internationally will lead to closure in Technology
many cases, because Navy and domestic
commercial orders will not sustain cur- This group addresses improve-
rent levels. Conversely, success intema- ments in organization of work, resources
tionally could improve the domestic and processes which measurably affect
situation due to improved affordability, productivity. The generic steps required
Additionally, if the corporation's top to establish and maintain an environ-
management does not recognize that a ment for long term improvement are:
significant portion of its procedures con- 1. organize work according to
sist of non-process and non-value group technology,
added waste, and does not include ap- 2. organize and schedule re-
propriate items in its business plan to re- sources into work flows that
duce that waste, (i.e. productivity embody group technology,
improvement initiatives) it will not be- 3. categorize functions, (e.g.,
come competitive in the global market, design, material definition,

material procurement, andFactor 2 - Leadership And Man- types of work) that affect the

agement. Once management decides work taows,

what market it wants to participate in, it work flows,4. reorganize so that lines of
must develop a strategy that drives the

authority and accountability
corporation towards the productivity im- authort and accu ntablt
provements of product oriented ship reflecheoreqiremnt
construction methods. To do this, top 5. implement statistical process
management must show lower level analysis. This is the reason
managers that they will not deviate from for implementing group tech-
implementing these best proven meth- noo i nthe frstpcf

nology in the first place! If a
ods. Top management's commitment to shipyard is not committed to
implementing product oriented ship continuous improvement
construction methods must constantly process via statistical analy-
be visible to the entire corporation.
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sis, there is no reason to Process Work Breakdown Structure
group work more scientifi- might better describe the interim prod-
cally than it is already done ucts during installation. And finally, a
(i.e., most yards already System Work Breakdown Structure
group work by craft, by com- might be most appropriate to control in-
mon tooling requirements, terim products during system testing.
other simple measures). Factor 4 - Process Lanes. Proc-

Croup B consists of factors #3, #4, ess Lanes is the embodiment of a Prod-
and #5, below, which must be fairly well uct Work Breakdown Structure, in that it
implemented in sequence, leading to sta- organizes people, facilities, tooling and
tistical analytical methods, other resources to suit PWBS. It catego-

Factor 3 - Product Work Break- rizes and assigns "like" kinds of work to

down Structure (PWBS). PWBS is a specifically designed "work centers" in
common language used to organize order to benefit from "learning curve"commn lnguge sedto rgaize and "assembly line" type efficiencies
work. Early identification, procure- y yp

ment, and scheduling of long lead time which result from having the same peo-
menta ple do the same type of work every day,
material (LLTM), resources (manning, at the same location, with a constant or-
site and equipment availability) and in-
terim products, allows efficient organi-
zation of work emphasizing group The goal is a process that operates
technology and manufacturing resource predictably, can be analyzed via statis-
categorization. LLTM can be identified tics, can have small group improvements
and ordered from building specifications (because the statistics let the workers
and contract plans. Combined, early ef- freely discuss problems), and continu-
forts by production, planning and design ously improves. None of this can be ac-
personnel using PWBS, allows defini- complished if a "work center" is
tion and development of interim prod- processing a haphazard variety of dis-
ucts which are designed for production, similar interim products!
thus facilitating the integration of prod- When Process Lanes are estab-
uct oriented outfitting with structural as-
semblies (blocks). The result is realistic ise detaled Proes Ln e schuare developed based on volume and ca-
schedules and manpower estimates. pacity of each work center. Manage-
Completely pre-outfitted modules do ment can then closely monitor work

not necessarily represent a well planned cent can effcieny anitify
center cost and efficiency, and identify

construction project. and correct "like" problems (i.e., reduce

This paper uses a broad interpreta- rework costs) at a specific location. But,
tion of group technology when it refers if total throughput is not increased, or
to PWBS. Interim products have a volu- operating cost (manning) reduced, or
metric flavor during fabrication. A
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this work center is not the bottleneck, which allows accurate cost and schedule
there will not be a significant improve- estimates and controls. It is a continuous
ment! loop that inputs feedback from the peo-

Factor 5 - Statistical Process ple who do the work (production, mated

Analysis. Once work and resources are rial definition, material procurement,
organized in a logical way to produce etc.) into the planning and control ef-

products by problem area by stage, im- forts. A rigid, tightly, structured feed-

mediate feedback of statistical informa- back system makes inaccuracies in

tion from the worker and his/her schedule aud manpower estimates more

supervisor within their sphere of influ- visible. As work processes become

ence is made possible. This allows the more accurate and work packages be-

use of statistical and analytical methods come better defined, standardized work

to produce immediate feedback to the packages evolve that are used to im-

worker and his or her supervisor on pro- prove work estimates. Later, as statisti-
gress and quality. cal and analytical processes are used,

labor (man-hours) can be equated to a
Group C - Iterate Process Refine- measurable entity of material (called
ments parametric-component weight). This

Once statistically based analytical ability allows more accurate scheduling,
processes and methods that have been progress reporting, bid estimating, and
successful in creating constant and assessment of change order impacts.
somewhat self-managing systems
which foster a continuous learning and Factor 7 - Small Group Activi-
self-improvement process, iterative im-. ties. This area creates a system of con-
provements can be implemented at stra- stant, gradual (incremental) and
tegic locations throughout the process continuous improvement by everyone.
train. The preceeding steps (Group A Some writers refer to this as "team cul-
and Group B) must have been imple- ture." It is not "quality circles" as misap-
mented and be reasonably underway for plied by many U.S. manufacturing
this technology area to be useful, industries several years ago. First, work

The following factors provide a must be rationalized. Then, appropriate
sample of significant initiatives that can and meaningful data must be made im-
be undertaken after successful imple- mediately available to the worker within
mentation of Groups A and B. These his or her sphere of influence. Next,
factors in Group C can be worked in any management-caused problems must be

order. Other factors can be added, as ap- separated from worker-caused prob-
propriate, lems. Following this, management mustrespond and correct the management-

Factor 6 - Quality Of Support caused problems. When it is obvious to
Spiral. This area provides information workers that these problems are being
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corrected, they will continuously re- If implemented prior to Groups A,
spond with spontaneous, incremental B, and C above, a shipyard is paying lots
improvements among themselves. This of dollars for a robot that can do the
constant, never-ending process will re- wrong thing faster and better, or to re-
sult in daily improvements. At the end place non-value-added work that
of a year the total improvement can be should not be there anyway and is a
impressive, symptom of bad management and a sys-

tem that is out of control!
Factor 8 - Design Refinements

via Process and Customer Feedback CONCLUSIONS
and Factor 9 - Manufacturing Ac- The degree of implementation of
counting System. Like factors 6 and 7, Advanced Shipbuilding Technology in
these two factors can be started concur- U.S. shipyards varies considerably and
rently. At this point an organization is
operating in a much more productive is not very high. Also, it was observed
manner, that continued implementation of initia-

tives at most shipyards has either ceased
or is progressing at a very slow rate.

Group D - Hard Technology This is unfortunate because it has been
This group recognizes the need to estimated , in testimony given to the

include modem manufacturing technol- Commission on Merchant Marine and
ogy in any studies and programs relating Defense, that replacing traditional ship-
to the implementation of advanced ship- building methods with advanced ship-
building technology in any shipyard. building techniques at U.S. shipyards
The value of larger cranes, faster auto- would result in cost savings up to 40%.
mated equipment, robotic machinery, In addition, the world's leading ship-
computer aided design (CAD), com- yards are quoting significant schedule
puter aided manufacturing (CAM), com- savings.
puter integrated manufacturing (CIM), It comes as no surprise, therefore,
etc. has been, and continues to be, stud- t t the U sh ng iustrysotied y th Naiona ShibuidingRe- that the U.S. shipbuilding industry is notied by the National Shipbuilding Re- cmeiiei h ol akt na

search Program. competitive in the world market, and, as
a result, market share of world ship con-

Factor 10 - Facilities, Equip- struction and repair contracts is woefully
ment and Automation. The benefits re- small. Obviously, something is wrong
sulting from facilities and equipment (Maybe many things are wrong.) This is
improvements, and automation are sig- not intended to be an indictment of the
nificant, however they cannot be ex- shipyards alone. It should be recognized
tracted and evaluated since they are that many of the shipyard management
integral to the process itself. This factor systems that have been developed in re-
is included in this report to assure its sponse to Navy requirements may be
continued consideration in future pro- creating barriers to the shipyard's trans-
ductivity improvement studies.
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formation process. b) a strategy be developed to as-

It is imperative that the Industry sist shipyards in making the

move quickly to implement measures to transition from current ship-

reduce our shipbuilding/ship repair building practices to improved
costs, shorten our building schedules shipbuilding practices (i.e.,
and improve our quality. Similarly, the from system to product ori-
Navy needs to continue in its ongoing ef- ented design and construction).

forts to identify and eliminate barriers to The strategy should address the
long-term success of its shipbuilding problems inherent with the ex-

supplier base. The Japanese have istence of two management
reached these goals by the introduction systems simultaneously, (one

of advanced shipbuilding methods for each shipbuilding practice),
(product oriented ship construction) to and means by which this un-

their industry. The U.S. shipbuilding in- wieldy and inefficient (but tem-

dustry must mimic (and hopefully im- porary) situation and its

prove) their processes if we are to problems can be handled until
survive, eventually only one manage-

ment system exists. However,
RECOMMENDATIONS there may continue to be ele-

ments. Financial aid (perhaps
Concerned organizations such as in the form of temporary gov-

the National Shipbuilding Research ernment subsidies) should be
Program (NSRP), Society of Naval addressed, as a possible source
Architects and Marine Engineers of funds to absorb "one time"
(SNAME), American Society of Naval transition costs.
Engineers (ASNE), Shipbuilders
Council of America (SCA), et al, should ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
develop and pursue initiatives to
expedite implementation of advanced This report is dedicated to improv-
shipbuilding methods in American ing shipbuilding as U.S. shipyards strug-
shipyards. Among the early initiatives it gle to implement advanced technologies
is recommended that: to improve shipbuilding costs, sched-

ules, quality, customer satisfaction anda) a structured educational pro- inentoamrktsr.Muhfte

gram be developed to assure all international market share. Much of the

shipyards understand the prin- material comes from countless writings
and personal conversations with Lou

construion podcthe porentesial Chirillo of L.D. Chirillo Associates andconstruction and the potential StvMaurofAnde.Ohrc-
benefits resulting from its im- Steve Maguire of Avondale. Other con-
bmeneftsruting fm itributors are RADM Robert Traister,
plementation, and USN (NAVSEA 91); Ed Kinney (SEA

05B, ret.); Professor Richard Starch (U.
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of Wash.); Don Spanninga, Pete Ja- The views expressed herein are the
quith, Lyn Haumschilt, Jay Carson, opinions of the author and not necessar-
A.G. Par&h, Bill Wilson, and James ily those of the Department of Defense,
Royle of NASSCO; Ellsworth Peterson the Department of the Navy, the Naval
and Gary Higgins of Peterson Builders; Sea Systems Command, the NAVSEA
J.R. Phillips, Steve Buttner, Jeffrey Tar- Shipbuilding Support Office or any
box, James O'Hare and Mark other person.
McAuliffe of Bath Iron Works; Norman
Augustine of Martin Marietta; David
Bergeron of Avondale; Paul Albert of
McDermott; Jess Brasher, Bob Slaugh-
ter and Tom Rakish of Ingalls; CAPT
Bill Kerr, USN (ret), Bill Jordan, Bill
Anast, LCDR Mark O'Hare, USN,
LCDR Larry Burrill, USN, LCDR Mark
Peterson-Overton, USN and LCDR
Larry Baun, USN of the Philadelphia
Naval Shipyard; CAPT Dennis Kruse,
USN and Bill Boylan of NSWC; Dr.
Jeffrey Gren of the International Trade
Administration; Frank Rack of the A.Y.
Goldratt Institute; Robert Guastini,
George Trausch, Scott Waring, and
Michael Mannix of Electric Boat; Hideo
Nakai of IHI; Perry Nelson of M.
Rosenblatt; Virgil Rinehart of MarAd;
Ray Ramsay of Politech Services Inter-
national; Rodney Robinson of RPM;
Bill Humphrey of DAI; David Woods of
Office of Naval Technology; John
Stocker of the Shipbuilders Council of
America and Professor Howard Bunch,
and Karla Karinen of the U. of Mich.

3(1) Lou Chirillo, private commu-
nication, 1991.
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